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This is a book about the scientific process and how we apply it to data in ecology. We will learn how

to plan for data collection, how to assemble data, how to analyse data and finally how to present the

results. The book uses Microsoft Excel and the powerful Open Source R program to carry out data

handling as well as producing graphs.Who this book is forStudents of ecology and environmental

science will find this book aimed at them although many other scientists will find the text useful as

the principles and data analysis are the same in many disciplines. No prior knowledge is assumed

and the reader can develop their skills to degree level and beyond.What you will learn from this

bookHow to plan ecological projects How to record and assemble your data How to use Excel for

data analysis and graphs How to use R for data analysis and graphs How to carry out a wide range

of statistical analyses How to create professional looking graphs How to present your results
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Really 3.5 stars out of 5.I came to this book after the author commented on another review and

mentioned this book. I purchased the Kindle version and it displayed pretty well on the Windows

Version of Kindle. I am not an ecologist, but I understand other than the examples the content

applies to other fields.With books directed at Advance College Students/Graduate Students there

are really two audiences. The students who have required advanced knowledge/aptitude for math

and computer programming and everyone else. This book is directed at everyone else. It is a gentle



introduction to R, Excel and Statistics. With that said statistics will always be a harder topic, so don't

expect miracles after you have read this book. As you are reading take good notes. I ended up with

2 pages and highlighted a few sections I will come back to in future.With a Research Methods

class/book you want to make the topic presented to be understandable enough that student wants

to continue their education (yes there are also those who prefer the weed out approach). This book

succeeds at making the subject understandable enough that the reader can continue with their

studies.Based on the somewhat low Kindle price at least make this book recommended from me for

the right audience. It was a good refresher from my intro methods class and provided some R

basics that the advance books mention once and quickly ignore. Also the author doesn't go too far

with showing how complex an R command or the R Syntax can be. It was nice for the author to

highlight if tests are for parametric data or not. Surprisingly some books really ignore this or hide the

information in statistic jargon. There was also information on transforming data that you don't see in

intro books .
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